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men of war: assault squad game of the year edition includes the full base game as well as all five of
the previously released dlcs:* dlc mp supply pack bravois the second official dlc for men of war:

assault squad and features 5 new competitive multiplayer maps for various numbers of players. each
map has its own unique setting and battle landscape. men of war: assault squad features a

completely new cooperative skirmish game mode with access to five different nations (russia,
germany, usa, commonwealth and, for the first time ever in the men of war series, japan) as well as
increased realism and accessibility. players can get behind the controls of a tank to smash through
obstacles, crush soldiers under their tracks and fire high-explosive shells at enemy emplacements,
they can even take control of individual soldiers as they fight. as in previous games in the series,

men of war: assault squad includes the unique direct control feature which enables players to be in
command of any unit using the wasd controls, rather than pointing and clicking. key features:* mp
supply pack bravois the second official multiplayer dlc for men of war: assault squad and features 5

new competitive multiplayer maps for various numbers of players. each map has its own unique
setting and battle landscape. players can send their hot-dogging pilot to the top of his class with
advanced weaponry on a tricked-out plane. new aircraft such as the x-5 expediency line and y-8

multi-role experimental airplane allow the player to build a personalized fighter plane according to
their personal preferences. aircrafts include jet fighters, jets, attack helicopters, air-to-surface

missiles,and fighter-to-surface missiles. in addition to the aircraft, players can upgrade their guns,
missile batteries, and sensor packages with the most powerful and modern military hardware
available in the game. the player can even rest and refuel in the cockpit of fighter aircrafts.
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in addition, the misc infantry in the game are extremely easy to see, have very little armor and do
very little damage. they also very frequently stay out in the open for long periods of time without

covering themselves, making any team hit a minor miracle to survive an attack from that direction
without destroying a friendly. in war this is very important, but in the game this is a major liability.

this feels extremely disingenuous. first of all it is a game of the third millennium, which means that it
can be played on a console, on a phone, on a tablet or on a computer. but now you have made it so
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that a legitimate and true "pc" experience can not be had. you have made it so that every "console"
experience can be had, but it won't feel like a pc experience. boneyard, the developer of men of war:

assault squad, has also created one of the world’s most expansive soundtracks to accompany his
amazing music (check out his fantastic music at creativekmosh.com ). men of war: assault squad is

the next generation of tank action and is a solid debut release. if you’re a fan of the men of war:
assault squad series, i wouldn’t hesitate to add this to your steam wishlist. in men of war: assault
squad, players have the opportunity to play as national armies or as a commander of one of their
nation’s elite special forces units across five historical conflicts: polish-soviet war, battle of france,
american war of independence, russian civil war and second world war. you can choose to play as

the infantry, cavalry, tank crews, artillery, transportation vehicles or special forces units of five
nations (us, germany, japan, uk and russia) across a vast campaign map covering the entire globe.
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